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Wild Abundance is a coffee table book with 250 stunning photographs celebrating the stories, spirit

and traditions of Southern hunting clubs. It features over 70 recipes, appealing to camp cooks and

home cooks alike. Through the voices of nine renowned chefs, Wild Abundance honors and

documents the contribution of often-untrained cooks who create traditions and are important parts of

the vitality of each club.
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Enter into the true DIE HARD world of real duck hunters...those who see it as not merely a

diversion, but a LIFESTYLE. I know this because I am one of them and our camp is featured in this

book. Excellent job - this book perfectly captures the spirit of the hunt. On behalf of all the Swamp

Witches, I give this book five stars!

I first saw a copy of this book on my friend's coffee table. I didn't want to put it down. When I came

home I had to order my own copy. For the Southern Cook and Duckhunter. It is a great history of

duck clubs of the South as well as some of the finest southern recipes. I highly recommend this

book.

I call it a dream book, because the food, the lodges and the hunting are all top drawer. The

photography captures the essence of these beautiful places, with recipes that allow the reader to



"join in."

Wild Abundance is a very unique collection of chefs, hunt club chefs, recipes and photographs that

will make your mouth water. Perfect gift for the man/men in your life even if the don't cook. This

book brings together a fabulous group of chefs who travel to some beautiful hunt clubs to partner

with the cooks at the clubs. The outcome is yummy and beautiful.

Wild Abundance not only provides 80+ fabulous southern cooking recipes, there are stories of the 9

southern chefs and their experiences at famed hunting clubs, as well as, an intimate view of many a

"character". This is what makes Wild Abundance a rewarding glimpse into a world we may know

well or one that is quite foreign and intriguing.

This is a perfect wildgame cookbook in my opinion. It is not my favorite in my collection but it meets

the criteria I look for in a wildgame cookbook, it has a variety of recipes covering a large selection of

game, has beautiful pictures, and has good stories.Recipes range from tailgating finger food to full

on entrees, and from simple to somewhat difficult to complete. Some of the recipes are common

foods that are elevated a bit and I like that. Not a lot of the recipes wow me like some do in other

books but thats not really the point of this cookbook. This book is more about the camaraderie of a

hunting camp and the great food eaten there even if it isn't gourmet.I really like this cookbook

overall. It certainly isn't my favorite but I would purchase it again. It is a great addition to a collection

and would make a great gift for someone who enjoys cooking and hanging around hunting camp.

I've given this beautiful book as a gift again and again. I'll start it off by having Chef Kelly English or

Karen Carrier sign it and tell the recipient to take the book with them to each chef's restaurant and

have them sign it too. It's a fun a great way to get to know the men and women behind the plate.

What an opportunity for a Christmas gift. This book is a joy to comb through and read about chef

interactions at hunting clubs with each other and patrons. Can't wait to try some of the recipes.

Knowing some of the chefs makes it more interesting. And best of all is the price $45. Get it now as

the printing was limited.
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